# CHICAGO STUDENT ONE PHRASEOLOGY CHEAT SHEET

## CLEARANCE

### IFR

**DEPARTURES WITH PUBLISHED CROSSINGS**

 Cleared to the (___) airport, (___) departure radar vectors (___), then as filed. Climb via SID, departure (___) squawk (___).

**DEPARTURES WITHOUT PUBLISHED CROSSINGS**

 Cleared to the (___) airport, (___) departure radar vectors (___), then as filed. Maintain (___), departure (___) squawk (___).

**WITHOUT DEPARTURE, OR NO ALTITUDE ON DEPARTURE PROCEDURE**

 Cleared to the (___) airport, (___) radar vectors (___), then as filed. Maintain (___), expect (___) departure (___) squawk (___).

### VFR

**VFR DEPARTURE TO A DIRECTION (CLASS C)**

 Maintain VFR at or below (___), squawk (___).

**VFR DEPARTURE PATTERN WORK**

 Squawk 1200.

## GROUND

**TAXI TO DEPARTURE RUNWAY**

 Runway (___), taxi via (___).

**TAXI TO DEPARTURE RUNWAY AT INTERSECTION**

 Runway (___) at (___), taxi via (___).

**TAXI TO DEPARTURE WITH RUNWAY HOLD SHORT**

 Runway (___), taxi via (___), hold short runway (___).

## FIXED WING

**HOVER TAXI TO DEPARTURE RUNWAY**

 Runway (___), hover taxi via (___).

**AIR TAXI TO DEPARTURE RUNWAY**

 Air taxi to (___) approved.

**DEPARTURE FROM NON-MOVEMENT AREA**

 Contact tower (___).

## HELICOPTER

**ACITO, BACEN, CMSKY, DENNT, EARND, LEWKE, PEKUE, PETTY, PMPKN, RAYNR, SIMMM**

## MIDWAY SIX DEPARTURE GATES

**RNAV**

 Maintain VFR at or below (___), squawk (___).

**SQUAWK 1200.**

**RUNWAY (___), TAXI VIA (___)**

**RUNWAY (___) AT (___), TAXI VIA (___)**

**RUNWAY (___), TAXI VIA (___), HOLD SHORT RUNWAY (___).**

## OHARE SIX DEPARTURE GATES

**RNAV**

 ACITO, BACEN, CMSKY, DENNT, DUFEE, EARND, EBAKE, MOBLE, MYKIE, NOONY, OLLN, PEKUE, PETTY, PMPKN, RAYNR, SIMMM

**NOT RNAV**

 BAE, DPA, ELX, EON, GIJ, IOW, PLL, RBS

## ORD

 VFR DEPARTURE SQUAWK RANGE

 ORD 5101-5177